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Abstract

The ERA5 dataset from the European Center for Medium-Range
Weather Foreceasts is the first global reanalysis to reach a horizontal
resolution of 31 km and thus provides a unique opportunity to look at
tropical cyclones (TC), and in particular at the 3D fields associated with
observed TCs. To that end, a specifically calibrated TC tracking scheme
is applied on ERA5 along with a track pairing algorithm to match the
detected tracks with the IBTrACS catalog in order to investigate how
well TCs are represented in the reanalysis. After tuning of the tracking
scheme and the application of a dynamic mid-latitude system filtering
technique, it is shown that the majority of IBTrACS TCs are detected
in ERA5 and that the amount of false alarms is kept reasonably low in
most regions. By comparing detected tracks with their IBTrACS coun-
terparts, it is found that TC intensity is still strongly underestimated
in ERA5 but that the minimum sea-level pressure distribution is bet-
ter represented than maximum wind speed. The comparison between
the life cycles from both datasets highlights key differences between
ERA5 and the best-track catalog, showing in particular that the delay
with which TCs from ERA5 reach their peak intensity compared to
IBTrACS increases significantly with real TC intensity increase. Finally,
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the internal structure of TCs in the reanalysis for each intensity class are
analyzed and reveal distinct intensification patterns up to Category 3.

Keywords: Reanalysis, TC Tracking, Internal structure, Life cycle,
Composites

1 Introduction

Atmospheric reanalyses have been developed continuously since Kalnay et al

(1996) by a multitude of meteorological institutes throughout the world. While

they have benefited from numerous technical improvements since then, the

operating principle has remained unchanged: By combining past short-range

weather forecasts with observations through an unchanging data assimila-

tion scheme over the period being analyzed, reanalyses offer a physically and

dynamically consistent global estimate of the state of the atmosphere at each

time step. Such a product is of great value for the study of the atmospheric

and climate system as it allows for direct comparison with the outputs from

climate models. In fact, reanalyses are often used as reference for model eval-

uation, in conjunction with direct observations (Cesana et al, 2015; Voldoire

et al, 2019; Fasullo, 2020). Because of the good spatial and temporal homo-

geneity they offer, reanalysis products are particularly useful for the study of

tropical cyclones (TCs) at climate scales and can be used to circumvent the

shortcomings of best-track catalogs (Schreck et al, 2014) caused in particular

by differences in operational methodology among reporting agencies. But the

major strength of atmospheric reanalysis for the study of TCs is that they offer

the only mean of analyzing the internal 3D structure of present day TCs as

well as the large scale environment around them. This is of utmost importance

for the study of TCs in climate simulations. Reanalysis are therefore used to

bridge the gap between observations and simulations for validating simulated
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TCs (Murakami and Sugi, 2010; Bell et al, 2013; Rathmann et al, 2014). For

that reason, the question of TC representation in reanalysis datasets if of great

importance.

Yet, TCs in reanalysis suffer from coarse resolutions (Walsh et al, 2007) as

well as from a lack of in-situ observations in certain areas. Consequently, some

reanalyses have implemented TC-specific assimilation techniques to improve

TC representation. Both the version 2 of the Modern-Era Retrospective Anal-

ysis for Research and Applications (MERRA-2, Gelaro et al, 2017) and the

Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR, Saha et al, 2014) make use of a

vortex relocation technique which consists in moving the position of the vor-

tex closer to its best-track location or artificially inserting a vortex into the

model’s first-guess if absent or too weak. Reanalyses produced by the Japanese

Meteorological Agency — namely the Japanese 25-year and 55-year Reanal-

yses (JRA-25, Onogi et al, 2007; Ebita et al, 2011, JRA-55) — retrieve wind

profile data from best-track catalogs and assimilate them as dropwindsonde

data (Hatsushika et al, 2006). Both these techniques have been shown to be

beneficial to the placement of TC in reanalyses and for TC intensity (Schenkel

and Hart, 2012; Murakami, 2014; Hodges et al, 2017).

ERA5 (Hersbach et al, 2020) is the fifth and latest atmospheric reanalysis

from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF),

succeeding to ERA-Interim (Dee et al, 2011) and ERA-40 (Uppala et al, 2005).

Currently extending from 1959 to the present day (still ongoing, and is planned

to extend back to 1940), ERA5 uses a wide range of observations from satel-

lite data to ground stations, instrumented buoys and reconnaissance aircraft

data through the 4DVAR data assimilation scheme and produces hourly fields

with a 0.28125° horizontal resolution and 137 vertical levels up to 0.01 hPa.

The 4DVAR data assimilation scheme has been shown to perform better than
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3DVAR in areas where observations are sparse (Whitaker et al, 2009) and to

have better predictive skill for TCs (Tiwari and Kumar, 2022). Lastly, The

high resolution in ERA5 is also believed to improve TC representation com-

pared to ERA-Interim (Hersbach et al, 2020). Additionally, the ERA5 back

extension (BE) — covering the 1959 – 1978 period — assimilates IBTrACS

6-hourly pressure reports to improve TC intensity (Bell et al, 2021). However,

in a preliminary version of ERA5 BE, this unexpectedly resulted in some sys-

tems being too intense, firstly because too much weight were inadvertently

given to these observations during the production of ERA5 BE, and secondly

because the assimilation system would sometimes move the pressure minimum

away from the observation, resulting in a minimum deeper than the reported

one. The issue has been addressed in the final revision of ERA5 BE. IBTrACS

pressure reports were nevertheless not assimilated for the main product that

starts from 1979 onwards, but the emergence of new sources of observations

at that time (in-situ and satellites) is believed to compensate for this.

In this paper, we apply the CNRM TC Tracking Scheme (Chauvin et al,

2006) to ERA5 to study TC representation in the reanalysis. First, we conduct

a sensitivity analysis of our tracking scheme to its various detection thresholds

by pairing detected tracks from the ERA5 to the IBTrACS historical best-

track catalog in order to maximize the probability of detection while limiting

the false alarm rate. With our tuned tracking scheme, we then focus on TCs

that were successfully matched with IBTrACS and look at several of their

characteristics including the wind-pressure relationship, comparative life cycles

as well as composited internal structure. Section 2 describes the processing

done on both ERA5 and IBTrACS, the TC tracking scheme as well as the track

pairing algorithm. Section 3.1 presents the performances of the tuned tracking

scheme over ERA5 while Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 present different aspects
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of the TC representation in the reanalysis. The tracking scheme’s sensitivity

analysis is presented in Appendix A. Lastly, Section 4 discusses the results and

provides concluding thoughts.

2 Data and Methods

2.1 Datasets

We use the ERA5 reanalysis from ECMWF with its native horizontal grid

resolution of 0.28125° and interpolated to 0.25°. The CNRM tracking algo-

rithm (Chauvin et al, 2006) is applied on ERA5 6-hourly fields to produce TC

track data containing longitude/latitude coordinates, sea-level pressure, vor-

ticity and maximum wind speed. NOAA’s International Best Track Archive

for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS, Knapp et al (2010)) was then used as the

reference dataset. IBTrACS merges storm track data from agencies all around

the world and as such it requires careful processing, particularly for wind and

sea-level pressure data. Here, we use the same IBTrACS version (v04) and

post-processing procedure for IBTrACS data as in Bourdin et al (2022). In

particular:

• we retrieve surface wind and sea-level pressure data by prioritizing, for each

basin, data provided by the WMO agency responsible for that location. For

WMO values coming from a U.S agency, we convert them to 10-minute winds

using a 1.12 correction factor. If the responsible WMO agency is lacking

wind data, we attempt the following:

– we average the data available among the following centers: Tokyo,

Réunion, BoM, Nadi and Wellington;

– if still missing, we use the wind data from USA agencies using a 1.12

correction factor to convert them from 1-minute to 10-minutes winds;
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– if still missing, we use values from the Chinese Meteorological Adminis-

tration (CMA) values using a 1.08 correction factor to convert values to

10-minutes winds;

– The remaining missing values are classified as such.

• we remove tracks referenced as ’spurs’ in the metadata;

• we only keep 6-hourly data (rather than 3-hourly) and remove tracks shorter

than 24 hours;

• we only retain cyclonic seasons from 1981 to 2019 in both the northern and

southern hemispheres (39 seasons).

Recovering missing SLP values is done similarly as for wind data, except no

conversion is needed and therefore we average the available data from Tokyo,

Réunion, BoM, Nadi, Wellington, USA and CMA.

2.2 Tracking Scheme

We use the CNRM Tropical Cyclone Tracking Scheme (Chauvin et al, 2006)

to detect and track tropical cyclones in the ERA5 reanalysis. The tracking is

done separately for each hemisphere up to 60° latitude and operates in three

steps which are described below.

Detection

Detection of candidate points is first based on a relative 850 hPa vorticity

threshold (VOR). A local sea-level pressure minimum is then sought within a

10° × 10° box around the candidate which is then considered to be the system’s

center.

We then compute the characteristic size of the system based on either the

sea-level pressure gradient maxima or the radius of maximal tangential wind

— whichever one is the smallest — which we call the Reference Disk Radius
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(RDR). This allows us to separate the presumed cyclone from its environment,

which is defined as a disk with a radius of three times the RDR, delimiting a

surface that is nine times larger than the TC itself. Separating the presumed

TC from its environment allows to check for temperature anomaly which is

calculated as the difference between the temperature inside the circle delimited

by the RDR and the temperature inside the environment (RDR excluded).

More specifically, the detection process tests for the following:

• Temperature anomaly: The sum of temperature anomalies at 700, 500 and

300 hPa is to be greater than a threshold hereafter noted TANOM;

• Surface wind speed: the 10 meter maximum surface wind speed within the

RDR is to be greater than a threshold hereafter noted RES;

• Warm upper core: the 300-850 hPa temperature anomaly gradient is to be

greater than a threshold hereafter noted PT. This criterion defines to what

extent the core should be warmer in the upper levels than in lower levels;

• Stronger wind in lower levels: the 300-850 hPa mean wind speed gradient

within the RDR is to be greather than a threshold hereafter noted PW.

This criterion defines to what extent the wind speed in upper levels should

be weaker than that in lower levels, as a result of the thermal wind balance

applied to the warm core.

For the present study, we used VOR = 15 · 10−5 s−1; TANOM = 1 K;

RES = 5 m.s−1; PT = −1 K and PW = 5 m.s−1. These values were selected

based on the results of the sensitivity study presented in Appendix A

Linking

Linking points together is the process of joining the individual points resulting

from the detection process into tracks. In the CNRM TC Tracking Scheme, this

is achieved by an iterative process that selects the candidates that maximize
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the smoothness of the overall trajectory. Originally based on the methodology

from Hodges (1994), our tracking scheme maximizes smoothness by combining

three quality parameters that each minimize a distance measurement while

also factoring the maximum distance a TC is capable of covering in a single

time step.

Knowing the position at time t, we select the next position from the can-

didates at time t + 1 as follows: The first parameter measures the euclidean

distance between the position at time t and the candidate at t + 1. The sec-

ond parameter measures the euclidean distance from the forward extrapolated

position from the track at t − 1 to the candidate at t + 1. Finally, the third

parameter measures the distance from the backward extrapolated position

from the track at t + 2 to the position at time t. By iteratively evaluating the

total quality index for each candidate and at each time step, we ensure that

the resulting track shows the least possible amount of inconsistencies, such as

sharp turns and fragmented patterns.

Relaxation

In order to avoid the issue where a single TC track might be split into several

parts due to one of the parameter falling below its threshold − thereby leading

to an incorrect TC count − the tracking scheme performs what is called the

relaxation process.

During relaxation, all detection thresholds are lifted and the tracking

scheme completes tracks both forward and backward by searching for a vortic-

ity maxima within a 500 km radius disk centered around the advected position

of the system computed from the two previous time steps. This process goes

on in both directions until the vorticity maxima falls below a newly defined

threshold, referred to as the relaxation level. Because several detected tracks

can − prior to the relaxation process − belong to the same TC, relaxing all
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detected tracks can result in overlapping duplicate trajectories. For that rea-

son, a final step in which such duplicates are identified and removed is applied.

This is done by eliminating relaxed tracks that have more than five steps in

common with an already existing track. Throughout this study, the relax-

ation level is set at 25 ·10−5s−1. While the relaxation level is also a tunable

threshold, it does not affect the number of detected TCs like the parameters

described in 2.2 do but rather the length of the detected tracks.

Post-processing

Post-processing techniques can be used to retrospectively filter out extra-

tropical cyclones and other mid-latitude lows that might have passed the

detection tests. In this study, we use the thermal wind warm core diagnosis

developed in Hart (2003) and tested in Bourdin et al (2022), hereafter referred

to as the VTU. This method uses the V T
U parameter from Hart’s phase space —

defined as the vertical derivative of the isobaric height perturbation within the

600–300 hPa tropospheric layer — to diagnose the presence of a warm upper

core. Using the implementation from Bourdin et al (2022), the V T
U parameter

is computed as follow:

V T
U = Pmid

∆Z|600 hPa − ∆Z|300 hPa

∆P

where ∆Z|p is the maximum isobaric height perturbation within a 500 km

radius at the pressure level p, and Pmid = (600 + 300)/2 = 450 hPa. The V T
U

parameter is computed for each point of the relaxed tracks. A given track is

removed from the dataset if it presents less than six time steps where V T
U is

strictly positive, or if not all time steps verify V T
U > 0 for tracks that last

less than 36 hours. We stress that the VTU post-processing is not used in the

sensitivity study presented in Appendix A.
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2.3 Track pairing method

We use a track pairing algorithm to pair detected tracks from ERA5 with those

from the IBTrACS observational dataset. This allows us not only to provide

detailed analysis of the performances of our tracking scheme over ERA5, but

it also allows us to better evaluate TCs representation in the reanalysis as

we can focus on tropical cyclones that have been successfully matched with

IBTrACS, thereby eliminating possible biases that could come from spurious

detections, i.e systems incorrectly classified as tropical cyclones.

The track pairing algorithm works by searching for tracks in IBTrACS that

match both spatially and temporally to the detected systems in the reanalysis.

More specifically, the algorithm starts by assigning each detected track a geo-

graphic basin. Figure B1 from the appendix presents the basins boundaries,

which are adapted from Knutson et al (2020) so that the separation between

the Easter Pacific basin (EPac) and the North Atlantic basin (NAtl) follows

the American coast. For each detected track in a given basin, we start by

searching for potential matches in IBTrACS by selecting tracks that have at

least one time stamp in common (temporal overlapping). Then for each candi-

date track, we compute the great-circle distances between the detected track’s

positions and the candidate’s at equal time stamps. A detected position is

considered to be found in IBTrACS if the great-circle distance between ERA5

and IBTrACS for that time step is less than 300 km. Thus for each IBTrACS

candidate we compute the coverage ratio defined as the amount of detected

time steps located less than 300 km from the candidate divided by the candi-

date’s length. The candidate with the highest coverage ratio is selected and the

detected track is considered successfully paired with a track from IBTrACS.

Note that in these conditions, a single time step satisfying the distance

threshold can be enough to consider that the entirety of the ERA5 track is
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indeed found in IBTrACS. However, as it is highly improbable that two TC

systems evolve at the same time at less than 300 km from each other, we

assume that if a ’match’ is found for one time step, then it should correspond

to the same TC. This process produces basin specific data that may then be

aggregated with other regions to produce pseudo-global information. We point

out that we systematically exclude the North Indian region from our analyses

due to reliability issues within IBTrACS in this region, as well as the South

Atlantic basin due to the general lack of cyclonic activity.

With the resulting data, we can evaluate the performance of the tracking

scheme by computing both the Probability of Detection (POD) and the False

Alarm Rate (FAR), defined as follow:

POD =
NHit

NIBTrACS
FAR =

NERA5 −NHit

NERA5

Where NIBTrACS is the number of reported tracks in IBTrACS, NERA5 is the

number of detected tracks in ERA5 and NHit is the number of detected tracks

that are paired with IBTrACS.

3 Results

3.1 Detection score

In this section we focus on characterizing the performances of our TC tracking

scheme applied to ERA5 over the 1981 to 2019 cyclonic season range. The

tracking scheme was run with the detection thresholds from Section 2.2, which

were obtained from the tuning experiment described in Appendix A and was

done for each hemisphere separately from 0° to 60°. The VTU method from

Section 2.2 was also used to remove extra-tropical tracks and hence further

reduce the FAR. Figure 1 presents the integrated FAR and POD over the 1981
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- 2019 period while Table 1 summarizes the yearly FAR and POD time series

over this period.

Fig. 1 FAR and POD over the 1981 - 2019 seasons for all five basins of interest. Dotted
lines represent the averages over these regions.

The probability of detection shows disparities between regions. The SInd

and WPac both outperform all three other basins with respectively 73 % and

78 %. The NAtl basin on the other hand has the lowest POD of all five with

only 57 %, followed by the EPac at 61 %. The NAtl basin is the region showing

the highest decrease in POD due to the VTU filter: All other regions show

a POD decrease ranging from 1 to 2 points after applying the filter, but the

NAtl basin however drops from 68 % to 57 %, i.e 11 points (accounting for 71

tracks). This could be explained by the fact that the NAtl region in IBTrACS

has the most septentrional data records of all basins. Indeed, as the latitude

increases, the amount of records where IBTrACS reports a Nature of either

’Not Reported’ or ’Extra Tropical’ increases, and systems in IBTrACS that

correspond to the tracks that are removed from ERA5 through the VTU filter

are found to evolve in higher latitudes than the ones missed the same way
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in the other regions (Figure B2 in Appendix B). It seems therefore possible

that the VTU filter removed tracks that might have lost their tropical nature

in IBTrACS and didn’t present a strong enough upper tropospheric thermal

wind in ERA5 to be kept in the dataset.

In contrast, the FAR is fairly consistent between basins except for the SPac

which presents the highest FAR with 42 % while the WPac shows the lowest

FAR with 14 %, in addition to having the best POD. Averaging over the five

regions, we get a 67 % POD and 24 % FAR. The slight difference in globally

averaged FAR we note compared to what Bourdin et al (2022) found when

using the VTU filter on the CNRM Tracking Scheme can probably be explained

in large part by the differences in how the VTU post-processing is applied,

and also to the fact that we do not include here the North Indian region in

the analysis.

However, these integrated values hide large inter-annual variations as shown

by Table 1. Most notably, the SPac basin experiences the strongest variations

in both the FAR and POD with a standard deviation of 18.7 % and 21.2 %

respectively and also has the highest 95th FAR percentile with 66.6 %. Along

with the SInd basin, the SPac also presents a 95th POD percentile of 100 %.

Conversely, WPac is the most consistent basin with a standard deviation below

10 % for both metrics, the lowest 95th FAR percentile and highest 5th POD

percentile.

Figure 2 presents the probability density map for a detected track for both

a successfully matched track and one flagged as false alarm, after application

of the VTU filter. In the EPac and the SInd basins, the region of activity

are the same for both groups of tracks. On the other hand in the WPac,

SPac and the NAtl basins, false alarms are seen to evolve predominantly at

higher latitudes. False alarms tracks are usually shorter lived and marginally
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Table 1 Statistical summary of yearly FAR and POD timeseries from 1981 to 2019

FAR (%) POD (%)
5 % 95 % mean std 5 % 95 % mean std

Basin

EPac 0.0 38.6 20.4 11.3 30.1 89.1 62.2 17.3
NAtl 0.0 43.6 21.4 16.2 28.2 79.1 54.7 16.1
SInd 0.0 44.7 18.7 12.8 46.3 100.0 74.5 18.6
SPac 17.5 66.6 43.9 18.7 34.9 100.0 67.8 21.2
WPac 3.1 27.4 14.1 7.6 64.3 93.1 78.5 9.9

Global 15.4 29.1 21.8 4.6 53.5 79.2 69.2 8.5

weaker than their counterparts but still pass the detection tests, making it

difficult to filter them out dynamically during the tracking process. This is

especially true given the results from A, as increasing detection thresholds

has the side-effect of strongly penalizing the POD. While some amount of

tropical false alarms is likely unavoidable when comparing the output of an

objective tracking scheme with a reference dataset that has an inherent part

of subjectivity, the false alarm density probability above 45° in Figure 2 shows

that the VTU post-processing fails to remove all mid-latitudes systems. This

can be explained by considering two factors: On one hand, the V T
U parameter is

estimated here using only two pressure level within the considered tropospheric

layer. It is therefore possible that computing the parameter by fitting the

vertical profile of ∆Z to the log of the pressure levels within the layer instead

— as suggested by Hart (2003) — would yield a more accurate estimation of

the parameter’s sign. Secondly, because the VTU method negatively affects

the POD in a non-negligible way, the filtering rule needs to express a balance

between its efficiency in removing false alarms and the cost in POD. Increasing

the required amount of time steps where V T
U > 0 holds ultimately reaches a

point of diminishing returns where the loss in POD is too great compared to

the improvement in filtering efficiency.
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Fig. 2 Probability density map of passage of an ERA5 track for (left) one that is matched
to IBTrACS and (right) one that is flagged as false alarm. Computed through kernel den-
sity estimation with an anisotropic Gaussian kernel with respectively 3° and 1° zonal and
meridional standard deviation over a 0.25° resolution spatial grid.

3.2 TC intensity

We focus in this section on how TCs are represented physically and dynam-

ically in ERA5. For this purpose, we filter out detected tracks flagged as

false alarms to only keep the ones successfully matched to IBTrACS. Figure

3 represents the wind-pressure relationship (WPR) for the set composed of

all temporally and spatially matching points in each track pair, as described

in 2.3. Using a V = a∆P b relationship (Atkinson and Holliday, 1977) to fit

on both groups of points, we get a = 3.15 and b = 0.54 for ERA5 and a =

1.4 and b = 0.8 for IBTrACS. Both relationships are therefore vastly different

with a faster falling SLP curve in ERA5 compared to IBTrACS. As a result,

the wind speeds in ERA5 are considerably lower than in IBTrACS with a 95th

percentile of 28.5 m.s−1 for the reanalysis − which corresponds to a tropical

storm on the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale (SSHWS) — compared to

50.5 m.s−1 for the observational records.

However, the marginal densities on Figure 3 show that the SLP distribution

in ERA5 is better represented than the wind speed and can reach reach cate-

gory 4 on the revised SSHPS from Klotzbach et al (2020) (99.8th percentile)

and even reaches category 5 with an absolute minimum of 923 hPa. This dif-

ference in how well both variables are represented results in a WPR that is
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Fig. 3 Pressure-Wind relationship from the subset of matching points in all paired tracks.
58,920 data points in each group. Solid lines show the V = a∆P b fits and the reference SLP
at the intercept is set to be greater than the highest SLP record. The marginals represent the
density distributions of the data projected on each axis. Horizontal dotted lines represent
the pressure-based Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale (SSHS) intensity class thresholds from
Klotzbach et al (2020)

less consistent with IBTrACS and also with ERA-I. Indeed Murakami (2014)

compares the WPR diagrams in the northern hemisphere for IBTrACS and six

reanalysis products including ERA-I, and finds that the maximum wind speed

in ERA5 predecessor extends up to a little more than 30 m.s−1 (which is only

marginally weaker than what we find in ERA5) but also that the minimum

SLPs are much less deep, as ERA-I struggles to go below 960 hPa. This com-

paratively better WPR in ERA-I (despite having weaker TCs) is also found in

Hodges et al (2017).

Figure 4 then illustrates the relationship between ERA5 and IBTrACS

SSHPS intensity classes by classifying TCs from paired tracks over their entire

life cycle. A general agreement between the intensity classes of both datasets is

apparent with the majority of entries located below the main diagonal, which is
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expected as model’s horizontal resolutions prevent the accurate representation

of TC intensity (Davis, 2018). However, the spread in the reanalyzed SSHPS

classes — representative of the uncertainty associated to the TC intensity in

ERA5 — increases with the intensity of the TCs in IBTrACS. For instance,

31 Cat 5 TCs in IBTrACS are reanalyzed into systems rated below Cat 1,

amounting to 11.4 % of the total number of Cat 5 IBTrACS TCs represented

here.

Fig. 4 Confusion matrix between ERA5 and IBTrACS SSHS intensity classes over the five
basins of interest. TCs are categorized using the pressure-based SSHS intensity thresholds
from Klotzbach et al (2020).

The opposite effect also occurs but is much rarer. The confusion matrix is

indeed non-triangular and shows 3 % of track pairs as being more intense in

ERA5 than in IBTrACS. This effect is the most notable for IBTrACS Tropical

Storm (TS) category for which this number reaches 6.4 % and with one system

in ERA5 that reaches Cat 3. Finally, while the relative agreement between

maximum intensities from Figure 4 holds when considering the global scale,

results can vary for different basins as seen on Figure B3 from the appendix.

Most notably, the confusion matrix for the NAtl region is the most diagonal
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and shows very little spread while EPac on the contrary presents very little

consistency with most systems in ERA5 being classified as TS, independently

of the observed intensity.

3.3 Life cycle

Figure 5 compares the average lifecycle between matched TCs from ERA5 and

IBTrACS, centered around the maximum wind speed at day 0. The sample

sizes (top panels) are of different shape around the center due to ERA5 tracks

not necessarily having the same length as their IBTrACS match, thus indicat-

ing that detected tracks in the reanalysis tend to be shorter than in IBTrACS.

As also shown by Figure 3, Figure 5 highlights the low wind intensity in ERA5

with a mean maximum wind speed at day 0 of 23.2 m.s−1 against 38.1 m.s−1

in IBTrACS. Furthermore, the relative standard deviation — defined as the

ratio of the standard deviation over the sample mean at each time step — is in

fact smaller for ERA5 as it ranges from 24 % to 31 % against 34 % to 50 % for

IBTrACS, with day 0 having the lowest relative standard deviation for both

datasets.

The shapes of both life cycles are distinguished by a few key differences which

are better shown in the bottom panels of Figure 5, representing the change

rate of the mean wind speed. The life cycle in ERA5 is almost linear outside of

the [-2; +2] day range, with the intensification phase having a slightly steeper

slope than during the weakening phase and also exhibits a sharp spike around

day 0 with great symmetry. In IBTrACS however, the intensification phase is

curvilinear with an almost linearly increasing change rate before day −2. The

peak around day 0 is not symmetric with the left side showing a sharp inten-

sification until the maximum, followed by a slower decrease and the tipping

point occurs slightly later than day 0. This dissymmetry comes solely from the
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Fig. 5 Mean TC life cycles in (left) ERA5 and right (IBTrACS) from the set of matching
tracks. Life cycles are centered around the time of maximum wind speed and integrated over
the five basins of interest. Both upper panels show for each time step the size of the sample
used to compute the mean and standard deviation. Lower panels present the derivative of
the mean wind speed. The X axis goes from -6.25 to +6.25 days with 0 being the maximum
intensity. The Y axes on the bottom row plots are not aligned.

method used to identify the time step of the maximum wind speed; here we

select the first occurrence in cases where the maximum wind speed is found

on consecutive time steps. Using the last occurrence would yield a mirrored

effect, while selecting the central occurrence would even it out. But this sub-

tlety nevertheless illustrates one of the main difference between TCs from the

reanalysis and those from the observations, in that TCs in ERA5 appear to

be unable to plateau at their maximum intensity like they do in IBTrACS.

Figure 6 represents the distributions of the delays between life cycle from

each pair of tracks and for each SSHWS class. A positive lag between two life

cycles indicates that the reanalyzed TC reached its maximum intensity later

than in IBTrACS. The mean delay across all categories is of 13.3 hours, i.e

slightly greater than two time steps (significantly different from 0). Distribu-

tions for each class appear to shift towards higher values with TS presenting

a 7.7 hours average lag. Starting with Cat 2, the mean lag reaches the overall

average and extends to 44.7 hours for Cat 5. All intensity groups have a mean
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statistically significantly different from 0 under a 5 % confidence level two-

sided student test. This shift towards higher delays in maximum intensities

between ERA5 and IBTrACS could be explained by the lack of rapid intensifi-

cation in the reanalysis. It should be noted that in cases where the maximum

wind speed occurs on several consecutive time steps in IBTrACS — and con-

trary to the method used for Figure 5 — we select the central occurrence (or

the one before if the plateau extends over an even number of time steps) so

that we measure the lag with respect to the middle of the maximum intensity

plateau. This is done in order to improve the interpretability of these results.

The choice of the occurrence to use in such cases acts in fact as an offset to all

distributions but has virtually no impact on the placement of each box plot

relative to each other and to the overall mean.

Fig. 6 Distributions of the maximum intensity delays between paired tracks for each SSHS
category. Categories are based on IBTrACS maximum wind speed. The delay is relative to
IBTrACS such that a positive lag indicates a later intensity peak in ERA5.
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3.4 Internal structure

Lastly, figures 7 and 8 show the composite azimuthally averaged cross-section

of detected TCs in the reanalysis for both the radial and tangential wind as

well as the temperature anomaly and for each SSHS intensity class. These

composites are aggregated based only on the intensity of the observed track (i.e

IBTrACS) for matched tracks, independently of how intense the TC is in the

reanalysis at those times. The amount of averaged time steps for each SSHS

category are presented in Table 2. With this methodology, these composite

figures therefore show us the average ERA5 representation of an observed TC

from a given SSHS category.

Fig. 7 Radius-height composites cross-sections of azimuthally averaged radial (left) and
tangential (right) wind speed of detected TCs in ERA5 sorted by IBTrACS SSHWS cate-
gories. Each panel is made from the set of matching time steps where the observed track
is at the given SSHWS intensity. The azimuthal mean is computed within a 41×41 point
horizontal box and 27 vertical levels ranging from 1000 to 100 hPa.

The radial wind is seen to move towards the center near the surface, from

1000 hPa up to 900 hPa and then flows outwards radially in the upper part of

the atmosphere from 200 hPa up to 100 hPa which demonstrates the low level
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Fig. 8 As in Figure 7 but for the temperature anomaly. The reference temperature is
computed from the four corners of the 41×41 box, i.e from points 500 to 700 km away from
the center.

Table 2 The amount of time steps that are averaged to produce the radius-height
composites from Figures 7 and 8, for each SSHS category. Below are presented general
characteristics for the tangential wind speed and core temperature anomaly for all
intensity categories.

TS Cat 1 Cat 2 Cat 3 Cat 4 Cat 5
Count 27,047 10,065 6,514 3,953 1,894 205

Tangential Wind Speed
Maximum wind speed (m/s) 16.5 22.6 27 28.7 28.6 29.7
Height of max. wind speed (hPa) 900 900 900 925 925 925
Radius of max. wind speed (km) 150 125 125 100 100 100

Core Temperature Anomaly
Maximum anomaly (K) 2.74 3.99 4.89 5.14 4.87 5.16
Height of max. anomaly (hPa) 400 350 350 300 300 300
Radial gradient (K per 100 km) −0.69 −1.22 −1.73 −1.89 −1.88 −2.31
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convergence and the upper-level divergence. Radial wind speed varies from

−4.3 to 3.9 m.s−1 for the TS group and increases up to 9 m.s−1 for Cat 5 in

both directions. The tangential wind speed profile tightens around the core as

intensity increases. The maximum wind speed is located at the 900 hPa level

and 150 km from the center for TS, within the 15 – 18 m.s−1 range, and is

located at 925 hPa and 100 km from Cat 3 to 5, for which it reaches the 27 –

30 m.s−1 bin with a maximum of 28.9 m.s−1. The temperature anomaly from

Figure 8 exhibits the same tightening around the core as for the tangential

wind. This tightening can be quantified in terms of mean radial temperature

gradient taken at the pressure level of maximum anomaly and computed until

the anomaly decreases by 50 %, thus representing the temperature anomaly

decrease rate close to the core. The mean radial temperature gradient decreases

with SSHS categories from −0.69 K per 100 km for TS down to −2.31 K per

100 km for Cat 5. Values for the remaining SSHS categories are presented in

Table 2. Maximum temperature anomalies range from 2.74 K for the TS group

up to 5.16 K for Cat 5. The maximum temperature anomaly increases for each

SSHWS category except for Cat 4 where it drops from 5.14 K (Cat 3) to 4.87 K

(Cat 4). A similar decrease in intensity from Cat 3 to Cat 4 is also noted for the

tangential wind speed (Table 2). The fact that this decrease can be seen in both

variables is expected because the warm core from a TC is linked to its primary

circulation through the gradient and thermal wind balance (Willoughby, 1990).

It is however interesting to note that the temperature radial gradient does not

follow the same pattern as it either increases or remains constant throughout

all SSHS categories. Lastly, the height of the maximum temperature anomaly,

defined as the level at which maximum temperature anomaly at 25 km from

the center is reached, also increases with intensity. The maximum temperature

anomaly is located at 400 hPa for TS, 350 hPa for Cat 1 and 2 and 300 hPa

for Cat 3 to 5.
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The smooth intensity increase with SSHS categories depicted here is how-

ever to be nuanced by the fact that these composites are the result of strong

averaging — first azimuthally and then over many time steps and different sys-

tems — which tends to smooth out imperfections. Figure B4 from the appendix

present the distributions of the maximum tangential wind speed and maximum

temperature anomaly for each radius-height cross-section and for each SSHS

category and show a large intensity spread in each class, as also pointed out

by Figure 4. For instance, the 5th percentile for the Cat 5 maximum tangen-

tiel wind speed is 19.6 m.s−1, which is halfway between the mean maximum

wind speeds from the TS and Cat 1 categories. Conversely, the TS category

exhibits a 95 % percentile of 30.8 m.s−1, which is stronger than the mean Cat

5 maximum wind speed from Table 2.

Overall, the visual differences in internal structure for all composite vari-

ables from Figures 7 and 8 are the strongest from Cat 1 to 3. This includes both

the tightening of the wind vortex with SSHWS category, the tightening and

elevation of the warm core and also the strengthening of the radial fluxes from

the radial wind composites. Above Cat 3, TCs’ internal structures produced

by ERA5 become almost indistinguishable, as also highlighted in Table 2. This

inability to distinguish TCs above Cat 3 is consistent with ERA5 underesti-

mation of TC intensity in general, as seen from Figures 3, 4 and 5. Combined

with the aforementioned uncertainty in the intensity of reanalyzed TCs, this

effect could likely explain the apparent drop in intensity between Cat 3 and

Cat 4.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

As a preliminary part of our work, we conducted a sensitivity analysis of the

CNRM TC Tracking Scheme to its five different detection thresholds with
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respect to the FAR and POD metrics, which is described in Appendix A.

The ultimate purpose of the analysis was to use this information to make

an informed choice of threshold values for the complete ERA5 tracking, such

that both detection metrics would be optimized to some extent. The analysis

provided interesting insights about the tracking scheme with the maximum

surface wind and core temperature anomaly thresholds (RES and TANOM)

having the biggest influence on the tracker’s performance. Most strikingly, it

showed that lowering RES to 10 and 5 m.s−1 consistently improved FAR and

POD compared to RES=15. This is irregular since most tracking schemes tend

to use wind speed thresholds of at least 15 m.s−1 (Walsh et al, 2007; Ullrich

and Zarzycki, 2017, Appendix B). But this is not to say that a 5 m.s−1 wind

speed is considered cyclonic in ERA5. In fact, the RES threshold only has

a limited impact on the wind speed distribution from the final set of tracks.

Indeed, while 10 m.s−1 can be seen as a more physically acceptable value for

the surface wind speed threshold when considering the underestimation of TC

intensity in ERA5, it must be noted that the wind speed distributions from

the RES=5 and RES=10 non-paired set of tracks in the NAtl basin — all

other thresholds held constant — are almost identical (not shown), which is

consistent with the observed POD saturation on Figure A1 at RES=10. The

mean wind speeds from these two distributions are non-significantly separated

by 0.1 m.s−1 (p-value = 0.2). The amount of values strictly below 10 m.s−1 are

5.3 % and 4.9 % for RES=5 and RES=10, respectively. For RES=15, the mean

wind speed is only 1 m.s−1 greater that that of RES=10. The reason for the

low impact of the RES parameter on the measured wind speed distribution is

twofold. First, during the detection process, all detection criteria must be held

for at least 4 time steps for the track to be kept, meaning that any track not

maintaining a maximum wind speed greater than RES for at least 24 hours
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will be discarded. The second reason is that the relaxation process completes

tracks forward and backward with no other requirement than a set relative

vorticity threshold and is intended to capture the genesis and ending of TCs,

where wind speeds are the weakest. This particular aspect results in the lower

end of the wind speed distributions to remain about the same, independently

of the RES parameter. Lowering this threshold therefore mostly affects the

number of detected tracks, which is why it acts as a POD upper bound.

The performances of the tracking scheme on ERA5 from 1981 to 2019 —

presented in Section 3.1 — show FAR and POD that vary from basin to basin,

with a 67 % mean POD and 24 % mean FAR. Bourdin et al (2022) conducted

an inter-comparison analysis of four tracking schemes on ERA5, including our

own, for which we provided a set of tracks produced with the same parameters

than here and uses a post-processed sub-tropical jet (STJ) diagnostic as cut-off

latitude to filter out mid-latitude systems, which is applied over all four track-

ing schemes. This study places the CNRM TC Tracking Scheme’s probability

of detection on par with the OWZ (Tory et al, 2013) and UZ (Ullrich et al,

2021) tracking schemes, both in terms of globally averaged POD and inter-

regional differences. However, without any form of mid-latitude filtering, both

these tracking schemes present considerably less false alarms than the CNRM

scheme. Moreover, the STJ filter used on our tracking scheme in Bourdin et al

(2022) offers similar performances to the VTU method in terms of false alarms

but has the benefit of preserving the probability of detection, particularly in

the NAtl basin. However, The VTU filter presents the interesting property of

being dependent only on the instantaneous and local state of the atmosphere

whereas the STJ filter requires the use of temporal smoothing over large scale

fields. This property of the VTU method makes it possible to implement this
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criterion as an online diagnostic within a tracking algorithm rather than as a

post-processing.

In Sections 3.2 to 3.4 we presented our results on the physical representation

of TCs in the ERA5 reanalysis. These results highlighted the underestimation

of TC induced wind speeds in ERA5. This underestimation is in fact not spe-

cific to ERA5 but concerns all reanalyses, even those (to a lesser extent) with

the TC-specific assimilation techniques mentioned in Section 1, and cannot

solely be explained by the coarse grid resolution of these products (Schenkel

and Hart, 2012; Hodges et al, 2017; Zarzycki et al, 2021). Moreover, we note

that the wind-pressure relationship measured in ERA5 (Figure 3) appears

somewhat degraded compared to those found with two predecessors of ERA5:

ERA-40 and ERA-Interim (Murakami, 2014; Hodges et al, 2017) due to the

discrepancy in how well both the wind speeds and SLPs are represented in

ERA5. Therefore — and while the exact origin of the underestimation remains

unknown at this point — these elements could hint towards an issue with the

model’s physics.

We also showed in Section 3.3 that TC intensification rate prior to peak inten-

sity was greater in the best-track catalog than in ERA5, which is consistent

with the results from Schenkel and Hart (2012) obtained on five reanalyses

(including ERA-40 and ERA-Interim). However, we find that while all cate-

gories of ERA5 TCs reach their peak intensity later than in IBTrACS when

looking at the mean lag, the first quartile for the TS and Cat 1 groups below

0 indicate that a considerable amount of TCs peak earlier than in IBTrACS in

these categories. This distinction may be the result of differences in method-

ologies compared to Schenkel and Hart (2012), mainly with regard to the

identification of the time of maximum intensity in IBTrACS, as discussed in
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Section 3.3, but could also partly result from the increase in horizontal reso-

lution in ERA5 compared to the reanalyses used in Schenkel and Hart (2012).

Nevertheless, this result is consistent with how ERA5 appears to represent low

intensity TCs better than those from higher categories.

Zick and Matyas (2015) analyzed the internal structure of TCs in both the

North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) and CFSR datasets by com-

puting the mean composited radial-height cross section over the ten most

intense TCs (according to the reanalyses) and highlighted key structural dif-

ferences between both. Interestingly, the temperature anomaly cross-section

in ERA5 (Figure 8) has similar features to that from NARR — namely, the

distinct upper-tropospheric peak and the secondary, weaker, mid-level warm-

ing — while the ERA5 tangential wind speed cross-section (Figure 7, right

panel) shares more similarity with that from CFSR with a vertical distribu-

tion of the maximum wind speed. As stated by Zick and Matyas (2015), this

vertical distribution of the tangential wind speed is consistent with observa-

tional studies based on dropwindsonde and Doppler radar data (Franklin et al,

2003; Stern and Nolan, 2011). Furthermore, the positive correlation between

the altitude of the maximum temperature anomaly and TC intensity (Table

2) has also been documented by observational studies (Zhang et al, 2015; Gao

et al, 2017). More recently, Wang and Jiang (2019) produced a 13-year cli-

matology of TC warm-core structures based on data from the Atmospheric

Infrared Sounder onboard the AQUA satellite, from which they derived typi-

cal warm-core heights for each SSHS intensity class. We find that compared to

the aforementioned study, the warm core in ERA5 do not rise as high, capping

at 300 hPa against 150 hPa for the observations. However, we acknowledge

that there is no consensus about the link between warm-core elevation and

TC intensity to this day (Stern and Nolan, 2012). Moreover, it is important to
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remind the reader that the selected compositing times here are based on the

observed intensity rather than on the reanalysis. Bearing in mind that the delay

between the maximum intensity of ERA5 and IBTrACS TCs increases with

IBTrACS TC intensity, it is possible that replicating this analysis according to

the model’s intensity would yield slightly different results. For instance, warm

core elevation for Cat 4 and 5 could increase, and the decrease in intensity

between Cat 3 and Cat 4 would also likely disappear. At any rate, the inabil-

ity to distinguish TC intensity from their internal structure above Cat 3 in the

averaged composites, combined with the large intensity spread associated with

reanalyzed TCs within any given SSHS group adds as many extra sources of

uncertainty for users wanting to study the internal structure of historical TCs.

Despite some discrepancies in the representation of TCs in ERA5, the

reanalysis can still be a valuable tool for the study of tropical cyclones and

is capable of producing substantially stronger TCs than ERA-I. It also offers

good spatial and temporal homogeneity whereas the differences in detection

procedure and maximum wind speed measurement techniques between the

meteorological agencies that contribute to IBTrACS produce substantial het-

erogeneity within the best track catalog (Schreck et al, 2014; Hodges et al,

2017). This is of course to be nuanced by the fact that the quality of obser-

vations assimilated in ERA5 also improves with time (Bengtsson et al, 2004;

Rienecker et al, 2012) and that not all regions have the same observational

coverage. For instance, the Northern Hemisphere benefits from aircraft recon-

naissance as well as from a large network of ground stations in addition to

satellite observations, the latter being the primary data source in the Southern

Hemisphere.

One could consider using bias correction techniques to alleviate bias in

wind speed and minimum SLP values. This is however not trivial as most bias
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correction methods are rank-preserving (e.g. quantile-quantile) and we showed

with Figure 4 that the reanalysis does not preserve the observed rank of TCs.

One other strength of atmospheric reanalyses lies within the fact that they

allow not only to study the 3D variables associated within the TC itself (as

was showcased in this paper), but also the large scale environment in which

TCs occur. In both cases, being able to locate precisely TCs in the reanalysis

is essential as TC position between a reanalysis and IBTrACS rarely coincide

perfectly, hence the need for an objective TC tracking scheme. ERA5 continues

on the path of improvement, following in the footsteps of its predecessors, in

part due to its increased horizontal resolution, but TC representation would

undoubtedly benefit from the use of TC-specific treatments.
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Appendix A Tuning the tracker’s detection

thresholds

In this section we present a sensitivity analysis of the tracking scheme to its

detection thresholds in order to identify a set of tracking parameters (see 2.2)

that maximizes the efficiency of detection while limiting the amount of false

alarms. In such cases where two or more objectives are to be simultaneously

optimized, no single solution can be derived as there is a trade-off between

the objectives. One can however aim to approach a solution that is said to be

Pareto efficient if one of the objectives cannot be improved further without

degrading the other (Zitzler and Thiele, 1999; Deb, 2011).

To find such a solution, we explore the parameters’ space by perturbing

the tracking parameters so that they can each take three different values, thus

forming a set of 243 combinations of five thresholds, called vectors or solutions.

The values of each parameters are presented in Table A1. For each vector, our

tracking scheme is applied on both the North Atlantic (NAtl) region — which

is the best observed basin — and the South Indian (SInd) basin — which is

under Météo-France forecasting responsibility — from season 2008 to 2018. We

justify why the conclusions drawn from two basins can be largely be applied

to other regions at the end of Section A. We then proceed to pair the detected

tracks with IBTrACS, following the methodology from 2.3 and compute the

FAR and POD integrated over the 11-year period.

Figure A1 presents each combination of thresholds in FAR / POD space

for both basins, called the objective space. In the objective space, an ideal

solution maximizing the POD while minimizing the FAR would be located in

the upper left corner of the plots, i.e. POD=100 % and FAR=0 %. However

such a solution does not exist here as FAR and POD appear to be related

to each other through a non-linear relationship such that improving the POD
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Fig. A1 Objective space representation of each combination of thresholds. The first column
shows the results for the NAtl basin and the second column those for the SInd basin. Each
of the five rows correspond to a detection criterion. Each point (combination of thresholds,
a.k.a vector) is colored according to the value taken by said criterion. In each panel, the
red-bordered star denotes the selected vector.
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Table A1 Detection thresholds values tested for the sensitivity analysis. Combinations of
these values form a set of 35 vectors. The boxed value in each row denotes the value that
was selected for the corresponding parameter to conduct the complete ERA5 tracking.

Criterion Tested Values

VOR
Vorticity threshold (10−5s−1)

5 10 15

RES
Surface wind speed threshold (m.s−1)

5 10 15

TANOM
Temperature anomaly threshold (K)

1 2 3

PT
Temperature vertical gradient (K)

-1 -2 -3

PW
Wind speed vertical gradient (m.s−1)

2 5 10

generally tends to degrade the FAR, and vice versa. In fact, points located

along the leftmost of the scatter plots indicate the best trade-off between POD

and FAR based on our sample. Choosing a solution among the ones presented

here is therefore a subjective choice expressing a balance between detection

efficiency and false alarms rate.

These plots also inform us on how each threshold affects the performance

of the tracking scheme in terms of these two metrics. For the VOR, most

vectors are stacked on top of each other, indicating that the vorticity threshold

has little impact on the tracker’s performance, or that the sampling on this

criterion was not selective enough. However, and while the effect cannot be seen

visually here, higher VOR value appears to be associated with a lower FAR

for vectors with high PODs. Indeed, vectors with a POD greater than 70 %

show a 1 % relative decrease in FAR with VOR set at 15·10−5 s−1 compared to

5·10−5 s−1 in the NAtl basin, and a 1.3 % relative decrease for SInd. This tends

to show that the vorticity threshold may act as a false alarm filter. However,

increasing the VOR too much would inevitably lead to a loss in POD as

weaker TCs would fail to meet the criterion. Therefore we considered that the

gain from testing with higher values would have been marginal with respect

to the cost of conducting new experiments. Moreover, the final set of tracks
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from the global tracking made with the threshold values from Table A1 show

a 0.1 % percentile of the maximum vorticity per matched track of 22·10−5 s−1

which tends to support this claim.

The surface wind speed threshold (RES) on the other hand has a clear impact

on performances as it effectively defines an upper bound for the POD. Setting

RES to 15 m.s−1 bounds the POD to 54 % in NAtl and 67.3 % in SInd. Bound-

aries formed by vectors with RES values set to 10 and 5 m.s−1 are located

further up the POD axis and are capped respectively to 74.8 % and 76.7 % for

NAtl and 83 % and 83.6 % for SInd. The sensitivity to the RES parameter

shows in fact that the POD saturates at RES=10, with RES=5 vectors offer-

ing only marginally better PODs in the NAtl basin, and no apparent change in

the SInd basin. Because of the POD gap between RES=10 and RES=15, it is

possible that the saturation value is actually located between 10 and 15 m.s−1.

The temperature anomaly threshold (TANOM) stratifies the FAR as each

value taken by this parameter corresponds to a certain FAR range with little

overlapping. Reducing the threshold leads to an increased FAR, as it allows the

tracker to detect cooler systems. However, because of the link between FAR and

POD, an increased FAR generally implies a higher POD, making TANOM=1

vectors prime choices for finding a good performing solution within our set.

As for the last two detection thresholds that define the strength of vertical

profiles for respectively the temperature and horizontal wind speed (PT and

PW), they act by design as filters for extra-tropical cyclones — counting as

false alarms in our methodology — by ensuring the presence of respectively a

warmer upper core and stronger near-surface winds. Both of these properties

are indeed reversed in extra-tropical cyclones, and linked together by the ther-

mal wind relationship. No distinct pattern applicable to both regions and all

vectors emerge from the analysis. However, when considering only the group
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of vectors with the highest POD in each region, increasing these thresholds

tends to deteriorate the FAR with marginal benefit to the POD.

As a result, we chose VOR=15 for its potential to reduce the amount of

false alarms, RES=5 for the extended POD upper bound, TANOM=1 because

of the advantageous location of these vectors in the objective space for the

NAtl basin and selected a solution from the remaining candidates in our set

which we felt constituted a satisfying compromise in both regions — leaving

us with PT=1 and PW=5. The choice of a 5 m.s−1 wind speed threshold and

its meaning for the CNRM TC Tracking Scheme is further discussed in the

Disccusion section (Section 4). This particular solution exhibits a 54 % FAR

and 72.4 % POD in the NAtl region, and a 41 % FAR and 81.2 % POD in the

SInd basin. The important amount of false alarms in the chosen solution, the

majority of which being mid-latitude systems, motivated us to then add the

VTU post-processing method described in Section 2.2 as a mean of improving

performances even further. Applying the VTU method on the selected solution

brings down the FAR to respectively 15 % and 27 % for NAtl and SInd between

2008 and 2018. This reduction in FAR comes at a cost to the POD in the

NAtl basin which is lowered to 58 %. However, the POD in the SInd remains

unaffected by the use of the additional filter, which is likely due to the fact

that there is little TC activity at mid-latitudes in this region.

Finally, it is worth noting that while our test vectors in the SInd region

present generally higher PODs in this experiment (14 points more in average)

and are arranged differently in the objective space than in the NAtl region, the

rankings of each vector on FAR and POD scales is approximately preserved

between both region, as can be seen in Figure A2 below.

POD ranks between both basins indeed show a 0.96 correlation coefficient FAR

ranks are at 0.98, meaning that any given vector performs about as well in both
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Fig. A2 The left column places each vector POD-wise (upper left) and their respective
ranks — from 1 to 243 — between both experiments (bottom left). The right column does
the same FAR-wise. PODs are ranked in ascending order such that higher POD values have
a higher rank and FARs in descending order. The red line on the bottom row panels show the
fitted line between NAtl and SInd ranks and exhibit a 0.97 and 0.94 correlation coefficient
for POD and FAR, respectively.

basins with respect to the other vectors. This gives us confidence in the fact

that tuning our algorithm over two basins only can be relevant for all basins.



Appendix B Supplementary figures

Fig. B1 Geographical basins definition. Adapted from Knutson et al (2020)



Fig. B2 Estimated PDFs of the latitudes of the IBTrACS systems matched with ERA5
tracks that are removed by the VTU post-processing for each basin of interest.



Fig. B3 Per basin contingency crosstables between ERA5 and IBTrACS pressure-based
intensity classes.



Fig. B4 Distributions of (a) the maximum tangential wind speed per composited radius-
height cross-section for each observed SSHWS intensity class, and for the maximum
temperature anomaly (b).
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